Litigation & Alternative
Dispute Resolution
Backing clients every step of the way
Husch Blackwell’s litigators are active coast to coast, asserting and
defending client interests in virtually all types of litigation. We feature
over 300 litigators and are capable of taking on the most complex
of matters, ranging from bet-the-company cases to large portfolios
of litigation spread across multiple jurisdictions. Clients around the
world trust us to understand their businesses, their objectives, and their
unique ways of working and to develop solutions that are practical,
efficient and comprehensive in scope.
We’re committed to resolving disputes for clients as efficiently and
cost-effectively as possible. Our trial and appellate attorneys are known
for skillfully exploring creative options to achieve favorable results inside
and outside the courtroom. Alternative dispute resolution is a particular
strength, but when trial is the best or only option, our attorneys are
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fierce advocates. We also embrace innovative technologies such as
machine learning and customized client litigation portals that increase
efficiency, reduce legal spend and result in superior outcomes.
Our dedicated practice teams handle the following kinds of litigation,
among others:

Antitrust

Government Contracts

Appellate

Insurance

Bankruptcy Litigation

Intellectual Property

Class Action

International Trade & Supply Chain

Commercial Litigation

Labor & Employment

Consumer Financial Litigation

Product Liability & Toxic Tort

E-Discovery

Securities Litigation

Environmental

White Collar & Investigations

Fiduciary Litigation

Practice Highlights
• Handled enterprise-threatening litigation for a precision agriculture company facing misappropriation
of trade secrets and patent infringement allegations—scored a complete victory in federal court via
summary judgment
• Represented client in SDNY in a 30-plus-year series of litigations in connection with insurance claims
tied to legacy environmental remediation at client sites across the U.S.
• Secured $20 million consent judgment for a defendant client embroiled in antitrust litigation
concerning an alleged attempt to dominate the compounding pharmacy market
• Obtained summary judgment in a wage-and-hour class collective action with over 800 named plaintiffs
that alleged violations of the Fair Labor Standards Act and state law
• Represented client in a bid protest with over $112 million in government contracts at stake; prevailed
before GAO, defeating organizational conflicts of interest allegations
• Successfully concluded trade secret litigation across multiple federal districts for a building products
manufacturer that had hired away executives from a competitor
• Represented major hospital system employer in connection with plaintiff’s claims of race, sex and
national origin discrimination and harassment and retaliation; defeated some claims on summary
judgment and secured a full defense verdict in a jury trial on the remaining claims
• Defending auto lender client against nationwide allegations of an unlawful and deceptive pattern of
conduct regarding collection, enforcement, repossession and disposition of collateral, and collection
of alleged deficiencies

Aligned by industry.
Built on relationships.
Husch Blackwell is recognized as a top firm
in the 2021 edition of Benchmark Litigation,
with 34 attorneys across seven offices listed.

Husch Blackwell is committed to resolving disputes
for clients as efficiently and cost-effectively as
possible. Whether litigation arises over a routine
business deal or under extraordinary circumstances,
we strive to obtain resolutions that keep clients
moving forward with minimal disruption.
The Association of Corporate Counsel
recognized Husch Blackwell litigation teams
for two consecutive years with its prestigious
Value Champion Award.
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